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) bearing on its title-page the pseudonym of
Philip Jicauchamp. It was a discussion of the useful-
ness of religion rather than of its truth, an inquiry into
the effects of belief on the general character and thoughts
of mankind at large, without particular reference to any
special form of belief except that which might be included
under the head of Natural Religion* The conclusion
aimed at wan an exposure of the hollowncss of such
Deism as depended on ideas like the course of Pro-
vidence in history and the physical world. The result
on Mill's mind was simply the deepening of what in the
fashionable language of the present day would be called
bin Agnosticism. It was not merely that any form of
revealed Religion failed to satisfy him, but that he
acquired a conviction that no religion could be founded
on what was vaguely termed the teaching of Nature.
Some of the elements of so ncgativist a creed apparently
did not appeal to him in later yean, for the tone of his
last essay on Religion was, as we know, a surprise, and
almost a painful wtrprise, to his friends,
With Huch influences as we have detailed acting on his
mind, awl with all the advantages of having as his
friends Groto and Austin, to say nothing of a man with
«t> assured a reputation a« his father now enjoyed, the
young Mill was launched into London society as the
champion of the new and philosophical Radicalism, He
in known as a Irenehnnt writer in literary organs of
advanced thought; ho in almost the principal contributor
to the new Westminster AVf'/Vw, which was started in
opposition both to the Quarterly and the
; above all, he ib the founder and upholder

